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Abstract

This paper considers the implications of an important cognitive bias in information processing,

con…rmation bias, in a political agency setting. We allow either voters or politicians to have this

bias. In the baseline case where voters have this bias and where only the politician’s actions are

observable before the election, it decreases pandering by the incumbent, and can raise voter welfare

as a consequence. This result is robust in several directions, including to the case where the voter

can also observe payo¤s with some probability before the election. When politicians su¤er from

con…rmation bias, voter welfare can be higher when the pool of politicians is su¢ciently low-quality.

Finally, we show that voter con…rmation bias always strengthens the case for the case for decision-

making by an elected rather than an appointed o¢cial, but the reverse can be the case when the

decision-maker (politician or judge) has con…rmation bias.
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1 Introduction

This paper contributes to the growing literature on the e¤ect of voter and politician behavioral biases

on the performance of electoral institutions. Our focus here is on a key bias in information-processing,

con…rmation bias. As Rabin and Schrag (1999) put it, "A person su¤ers from con…rmatory bias if he

tends to misinterpret ambiguous evidence as con…rming his current hypotheses about the world". This

is one of the most pervasive and well-documented forms of cognitive bias1 ; as Nickerson (1998) says,

in a recent survey, "If one were to attempt to identify a single problematic aspect of human reasoning

that deserves attention above all others, the con…rmation bias would have to be among the candidates

for consideration." Indeed, there is even some evidence of a genetic basis for con…rmation bias (Doll,

Hutchison, and Frank (2011)).

Nickerson (1998) emphasizes two mechanisms underlying con…rmation bias; preferential treatment of

evidence supporting existing beliefs, and looking only or primarily for positive cases that support initial

beliefs. This second mechanism is sometimes called selective exposure. There is considerable evidence

for both mechanisms. Biased processing of exogenously presented information is discussed by Rabin

and Schrag (1999) amongst others2 . Notable examples include experiments where subjects were initially

questioned on a salient policy issue (Lord, Ross, and Lepper (1979), capital punishment, Plous (1991),

safety of nuclear technology) to determine their views, and then presented with the same randomly

sampled reading material for and against the issue. After exposure, those initially in favour (against)

tended to be more in favour (against), despite having been exposed to the same reading material.

There is also a large body of experimental evidence that selective exposure occurs. In the classic

experimental selective-exposure research paradigm, participants work on a binary decision problem and

come to a preliminary conclusion (such as choosing one of two investment strategies). Participants are

then given the opportunity to search for additional information, which is typically received in the form of

short statements indicating the perspectives of newspaper articles, experts, or former participants. In a

meta-analysis of 91 such studies, Hart et.al. (2009) …nd signi…cant evidence indicating that participants

choose additional information that con…rms their initial decisions3 .

There is also non-experimental evidence, mainly in the context of political campaigns, showing that

voters are more likely to access media outlets that con…rm their prior beliefs, (for example, Cha¤ee and

1 So salient is con…rmation bias that is has been noted long before modern psychology came into being: ""The human
understanding when it has once adopted an opinion draws all things else to support and agree with it. And though there
be a greater number and weight of instances to be found on the other side, yet these it either neglects and despises, or else
by some distinction sets aside and rejects, in order that by this great and pernicious predetermination the authority of its
former conclusion may remain inviolate.". Francis Bacon, 1620, quoted in Rabin and Schrag (1999).

2 Rabin and Schrag do not discuss, or model, selective exposure.
3 It should be noted that the interpretation of these experimental …ndings as evidence is not universally accepted. For

example, Andreoni and Mylovanov (2012) argue that diverging opinions may come from rational actors who …lter information
through di¤erent models where these di¤erent models may themselves be the result of Bayesian inference with common
initial priors.
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Miyo (1983), Stroud (2010), Iyengar and Hahn (2009), Jerit and Barabas (2012)), or talk to friends who

share one’s political views (Huckfeldt and Sprague (1988)). We focus on the …rst form of bias, preferential

treatment of given evidence; selective exposure requires also the modelling of the supply of information

by the media and government, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

As con…rmation bias is a bias in information processing, it is particularly relevant in political economy

settings where decision-makers update their beliefs in response to new information. In particular, voters

may be prone to con…rmation bias, because as professionals, with access to expert advice, politicians and

bureaucrats are perhaps less likely to su¤er from this bias. However, there are well-known examples of

political leaders ignoring the evidence that policies are not working, when they have strong prior beliefs

in the e¢cacy of such policies (Mukand (2004), Canes-Wrone and Shotts (2007)). As Mukand (2004)

remarks, "a striking aspect of the history of policy-making is the apparent unwillingness of leaders to

learn from previous experiments. Political leaders are typically reluctant to change course midway, even

if the policy is publicly perceived to be failing"4 . A prominent example is Margaret Thatcher’s insistence

that a poll tax would be a better method of …nancing local government in the UK than a property tax,

the face of all the evidence against5 . So, there is a case for studying both voter and politician bias.

In this paper, we introduce voter and politician con…rmation bias into a fairly general political agency

model. Our model is quite ‡exible; if the voter only observes the actions of the incumbent before the

election, the model is a variant of Maskin and Tirole’s (2004) model of political pandering, and if only

payo¤s are observed, the model is a variant of that used in Chapter 3 of Besley (2006). To model

con…rmation bias, we adopt the approach of Rabin and Schrag(1999), who assume that when the agent

gets a signal that is counter to the hypothesis he currently believes is more likely, there is a positive

probability that he misreads that signal as supporting his current hypothesis. The agent is unaware that

he is misreading evidence in this way and engages in Bayesian updating that would be fully rational given

his environment if he were not misreading evidence.

So, in this setting, voter con…rmation bias means that the voter "mis-reads" the action or payo¤ with

some probability6 . The key feature of the Maskin-Tirole model is that it can explain political pandering

i.e. choice of policy to follow popular opinion, even when this con‡icts with what the benevolent politician

knows is best. Our baseline …nding is that in the observable action case, voter con…rmation bias reduces

4 It should be noted that Mukand (2004) o¤ers a rational -choice explanation of this fact; in his set-up, a less competent
incumbent can, by persisting with a policy, signal to the electorate that he is more competent.

5 "It was her unwillingness to consider other opinions and refusal to back down on what seemed a relatively minor
domestic issue — a new system of local taxation called the poll tax — that led to her political downfall. Even when key
cabinet ministers warned her that the measure would back…re, she fought on, crossing the line between conviction and
rigidity. Shortly after, violent public protests erupted and her approval rating plummeted to 20 percent, the lowest in
British history. By the end of the year, she was forced to step down. John Major, her successor, promptly eliminated the
poll tax in favor of the council tax that still exists today." (Kaiser and Kaplan (2013)).

6 Note that in our model, the relationship between incumbent quality and the signal is thus determined endogenously in
political equilibrium, as opposed to Rabin and Schrag(1999), where the relationship is exogenously speci…ed.
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pandering, as it lowers the electoral "reward" for this behavior by reducing the increase in the probability

of being elected from pandering. As pandering generally has an ambiguous e¤ect on voter welfare, it is

possible that an increase in con…rmation bias (parametrized by the probability of misreading the signal)

increases voter welfare.

There are two kinds of intuition for this result. The …rst is a general second-best one. That is, there

is initially a distortion present, pandering behavior, so introducing another distortion, con…rmation bias,

need not make the voter worse o¤. The second is more speci…c; as argued by Prat (2005), when voters

can observe the actions of the politicians, this is the "wrong" kind of transparency; when the voters (the

principal) can observe the actions, this can induce pooling or pandering by the agent (the voter). So,

from this general intuition, it is reasonable that con…rmation bias, being formally a kind of "garbling" of

the action signal, can improve the welfare of the principal. However, con…rmation bias is not equivalent

to just garbling the signal of the type, because the voter does not understand that he is making these

errors. Speci…cally, to capture this bounded rationality, following Rabin and Schrag (1999), we assume

that the voter ignores his own bias when performing Bayesian updating.

We then consider the case where voters observe their payo¤s before the election, as in Besley (2006).

Here, we show that the equilibrium structure is completely di¤erent; the good incumbent behaves non-

strategically, and the bad incumbent imitates ("pools" with) the good incumbent with some probability;

this probability is decreasing in con…rmation bias. In this case, con…rmation bias is no longer welfare-

improving. We also consider the robustness of our baseline results by allowing the voter to observe the

action of the incumbent, and also the payo¤, with some probability (Maskin and Tirole (2004) call this the

"feedback" case). If this probability is less than one-half, there continues to be a pandering equilibrium,

and again, the amount of pandering is decreasing in con…rmation bias.

We then look at a di¤erent kind of change to the model, allowing the politicians, rather than the

voters, to have con…rmation bias. We model this by supposing that rather than observing the state

directly, as in the Maskin-Tirole model, the incumbent observes a noisy signal of the state, as in Canes-

Wrone et. al. (2001). As in the Maskin-Tirole model, we continue to suppose that the incumbent has an

initial belief that one of the states is more likely: so con…rmation bias in this context means that with

some probability, he misreads a signal in favour of the less likely state. Here, politician bias does not

a¤ect pandering, but does generally a¤ect voter welfare, and can increase it if the quality of the pool of

politicians is low enough.

Finally, we revisit the choice between a politician and an unelected o¢cial, the focus of Maskin and

Tirole’s original paper. With voter con…rmation bias, when the choice between an elected and appointed

o¢cial is not trivial, con…rmation bias always works in favour of the elected o¢cial; this is because bias

reduces pandering. So, in policy areas where voter con…rmation bias is likely to be strong - perhaps
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where voters have strong prior beliefs - it is better, other things equal, to have elected o¢cials rather

than non-elected o¢cials. This is broadly consistent with the observation that in the public policy arena,

technical decisions, such as those concerning monetary policy or utility regulation, are usually taken by

appointed o¢cials. By contrast, the e¤ect of politician con…rmation bias on the relative advantage of

the elected o¢cial turns out to be ambiguous, and depends on the quality of the pool of decision makers

(politicians or unelected o¢cials).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature, Section 3

describes the model and Section 4 derives baseline results for voter bias. Section 5 studies robustness of

the result to extensions of the model, notably to the case where payo¤s may be observable to the voter.

Section 6 studies the case of politician bias, and …nally, Section 7 revisits the choice between a politician

and an unelected o¢cial, the focus of Maskin and Tirole’s original paper, in the light of previous results.

2 Related Literature

This paper is a contribution to a small but growing literature studying the implications of introducing

behavioral and cognitive biases into rational choice models of voting. The most closely related contribution

is by Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2014), who are the …rst to consider deviations from the full

rationality of the voter in a political agency setting. In particular, they consider voters who in their

words,"fail to …lter". This refers to the stylized fact that voters vote for or against the incumbent partly

in response to events like natural disasters, economic shocks, or even the performance of favorite sports

teams, that the voters should know are outside of the politicians’ control. They model this by assuming

that in addition to the policy payo¤ from the incumbent’s action, the voter gets a random shock to his

payo¤ from this exogenous event if he votes for the incumbent7 .

In their setting, the "good" politician is a non-strategic type that always acts in the interests of the

voters, and the "bad" politician is an extremist. Generally, an incumbent extremist chooses a policy

which is more moderate than he would like in order to increase his chances of re-election. They then

show that the random shock to voter preferences can under some conditions, strengthen the link between

policy moderation and re-election, thus inducing more moderation in equilibrium. In turn, this can raise

voter welfare.

However, there are a number of di¤erences in our approaches. First, con…rmation bias is a distinct

type of bias to failing to …lter, and the mechanism at work is di¤erent. Experimental evidence suggests

that failure to …lter is probably driven by a a¤ective, rather than cognitive, process, namely a well-being

spillover, where a shock that increases well-being makes the voter better disposed to the incumbent8 .

7 Spiegler (2013) studies a related phenomenon in a political economy setting, where salient, recent events are intuitively
perceived to be causes of an observed outcome.

8 For example, Healy, Malhotra, and Mo (2010) …nd that when respondents are "treated" by being told the outcome of
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Second, Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2014) make the strong assumption that the "good" politi-

cian is a non-strategic type that always acts in the interests of the voters. This is an important restriction,

because it means that they cannot analyze political pandering; rather, a strategic decision is only made

by the bad incumbent, who must decide whether to imitate i.e. pool with, the good incumbent or not. In

turn, it is argued in the political science literature that pandering is in practice, one of the most important

forms of political ine¢ciency (Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001)).

Third, for conditions under which failing to …lter can improve voter welfare, identi…ed in their Proposi-

tion 4, the mechanism at work is the reverse to ours. Speci…cally, they …nd that the incentives for the bad

incumbent (the extremist in their model) to imitate the good one (the moderate) can be stronger under

a fail-to-…lter voter than under a rational voter, and so failing to …lter buys the voter better discipline of

the incumbent at the cost of worse selection. In contrast, as described above, we …nd that con…rmation

bias implies worse discipline but better selection. Finally, this paper is broader in scope, because it also

considers a cognitive bias on the part of politicians, as well as voters. So, overall, the results of this paper

are complementary to theirs.

Our paper is also close in spirit to Levy and Razin (2014), who …nd that the cognitive bias of correlation

neglect can improve outcomes for voters, due to a second-best argument; in their setting, information

aggregation via voting is initially ine¢cient, due to because voters underweight their information when

deciding how to vote. If a voter ignores the fact that two of her signals are correlated, she will "overweight"

the signals, and thus put more weight on her information, o¤setting the original distortion. However, both

the institutions and the mechanism at work are completely di¤erent. They consider direct democracy

i.e. a referendum on two alternatives, and correlation neglect causes individuals base their vote more on

their information rather than on their preferences9 .

There are also a number of papers in both the economics and political science literature showing that

additional information may not be to the bene…t of voters, because it may induce a strategic response in

the incumbent politician. As already remarked, Prat (2005) makes the point in a general agency model;

starting from a baseline where the principal can only observe the payo¤ from the action of the agent,

allowing the principal to observe the action as well can make the principal worse o¤, as it induces the bad

agent to pool with the good one, and thus worsens selection. Besley (2006) shows, in a rather di¤erent

setting, that allowing voters some direct information about the incumbent can reduce the discipline e¤ect

of elections to the point where the voter is worse o¤. Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2014) make the

an important football match for a team that they supported before being asked for their rating of President Obama’s job
performance„ each additional adjusted win experienced by respondents signi…cantly increased approval, with the e¤ect size
being 2.3 percentage points. They conclude, on the basis of these results, plus other evidence, that "changes in well-being
induced by the surprise component of sporting events a¤ect people’s evaluations of the incumbent".

9 Ortoleva and Snowberg (2015), in a related paper, show theoretically that correlation neglect, overcon…dence and
ideological extremeness are connected; empirically they …nd, using a large US election study, that overcon…dence is the
most reliable predictor of ideological extremeness and an important predictor of voter turnout.
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same point as Prat(2005), but in an explicit political economy setting. However, unlike what is attempted

here, these contributions assume full rationality of voters.

Finally, there is a growing literature introducing other behavioral biases to political economy mod-

els. One early contribution is Callander and Wilson (2006), (2008) who introduce a theory of context-

dependent voting, where for example, for a left wing voter, the attractiveness of a left wing candidate is

greater the more right wing is the opposing candidate, and apply it to the puzzle of why candidates are

so frequently ambiguous in their policy. Another is Ghirardato and Katz (2006), who show that if voters

are ambiguity-averse, they might strictly prefer abstaining to voting, even if voting is costless10 . Other

recent contributions include Ellis (2012), who extends the arguments of Ghirardato and Katz (2006)

to investigate information aggregation in large elections, Passarelli and Tabellini (2013), who introduce

features based on loss-aversion into a model of redistribution with a benevolent government, and Alesina

and Passarelli (2015), who study the e¤ect of loss aversion on majority voting.

3 Set-Up

A single voter lives for periods  = 1 2 In each of the two periods, a politician chooses a binary policy

 2 fg. The …rst-period incumbent faces an election at the end of his …rst term of o¢ce, where the

voter can either re-elect the incumbent or elect a challenger The payo¤ to the action depends on a state

of the world  2 fg. Prior to choosing  the incumbent observes the state.

The voter gets utility  in period  which is 1 if the incumbent’s action in period  matches the state,

and 0 otherwise. Following Maskin and Tirole (2004), we assume that politicians get zero payo¤ when

out of o¢ce, and enjoy an exogenous ego-rent  when in o¢ce; they also care about policy choices when

in o¢ce, as described below. Both voter and the incumbent discount payo¤s by 

Politicians are of two types, congruent, denoted  and non-congruent, denoted  Congruent politi-

cians, when in o¢ce, get utility  if  =  and 0 if  6= . Here, 1 2 are i.i.d. random variables

with a continuous distribution  on support [0 ] So, they share the same basic preferences as voters,

but can vary in the extent to which they value an action that matches the state. They also have an

ego-rent  from o¢ce. Dissonant politicians when in o¢ce, get  if  6=  0 if  = , and they also

have an ego-rent  from o¢ce. Finally, we assume without loss of generality that [] = 1 and we

assume   (1 +) This ensures that for some values of 1 the incumbent prefers not to pander even

at the cost of not being re-elected.

The reason why we assume that politicians’ payo¤s from their most preferred outcome are determined

by random draw from a continuous distribution (rather than being …xed at 1, as in Maskin and Tirole)

10 The paper is motivated by the empirical observation that voters who arguably face no cost of voting might still abstain,
as in the case of case of multiple elections on one ballot.
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is to ensure that in all cases,  is an informative, but not perfect signal of politician type, so that the

Rabin-Schrag de…nition of con…rmation bias can be applied11 .

3.1 Order of Events and Information Structure

All agents i.e. incumbent, voter, and challenger have a prior belief 1    05 that state  will occur.

The incumbent is consonant with probability  and faces a randomly drawn challenger at the end of

period 1, who is consonant with the same probability  Initially, we assume, following Maskin and

Tirole(2004), that the voter observes the action 1 before election, but not the payo¤ 1 generated by

1: so in equilibrium, 1 is a signal for the voter - in fact, the only signal - about the politician type.

In Section 5.1 below, we instead assume that the incumbent observes his payo¤ 1 or both 1,1 rather

than 1.

3.2 Modelling Con…rmation Bias

We follow Rabin and Schrag in modelling con…rmation bias. They assume that "when the agent gets a

signal that is counter to the hypothesis he currently believes is more likely, there is a positive probability

that he misreads that signal as supporting his current hypothesis. The agent is unaware that he is

misreading evidence in this way and engages in Bayesian updating that would be fully rational given his

environment if he were not misreading evidence" (Rabin and Schrag (1999), p 48)

In our setting, the voter cares about the incumbent type, so voter con…rmation bias can be modelled

as follows. Say that the voter is optimistic (resp. pessimistic) about the quality of the incumbent if

  05 (resp.   05). If the agent is optimistic the agent misreads  =  as  =  with probability

 If the agent is pessimistic, the agent misreads  =  as  =  with probability  Note that a

key di¤erence between Rabin and Schrag (1999)’s set-up and this one is that in theirs, the signal is

exogenously generated, whereas in our set-up, voter signals are actions generated by equilibrium play of

the game between incumbent and voter12 .

Let the action that the voter thinks he observes be e; following Rabin and Schrag, we assume that

the voter performs ordinary Bayesian updating, conditional on e being the "true" action - i.e. he does

not adjust for the fact that e is a noisy signal of  We assume that when the voter is neutral i.e.

 = 05 he has no con…rmation bias i.e.  = 0

Finally, when it comes to politician behavior, we will assume that the politician understands that the

11 A problem arises with  ´ 1 because then in the pandering equilibrium,  is not an informative signal of type, as
both  and  types choose  =  with probability 1.

12 The formal de…nition of Rabin and Schrag (1999) is the following. Assume a binary state of the world,  = fg and
sequence  = 1  of informative signals  2 fg about the state, where Pr( =  j =  ) =   05 If  is the
decision-maker’s prior at  then: (i) if   05 the agent misreads  =  as  =  with probability  and (ii) if
  05 the agent misreads  =  as  =  with probability 
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voter has con…rmation bias, and takes this into account when making his policy choices. This seems a

reasonable assumption; in modern politics, political parties conduct extensive research into voter attitudes

and behavior (Gibson and Römmele (2009)).

3.3 Equilibrium Selection

We focus on pure-strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium in what follows. As we show below, any equi-

librium in pure strategies must have the cuto¤ property that the incumbent panders in the …rst period

(i.e. chooses an action that is not short-run optimal) if and only if the return to the short-run action, 1

is below some cuto¤ ̂ However, as remarked by Maskin and Tirole(2004), without any further restric-

tions on beliefs, there are two types of pandering equilibrium. The …rst is characterized in Proposition 1

below, where the voter re-elects the incumbent only if he thinks he observes action . The second is a

"perverse" pandering equilibrium, where the voter re-elects the incumbent only if he thinks he observes

action 13  Maskin and Tirole argue that this equilibrium is not robust14 . Prat (2005) also addresses

this issue, and simply rules out the perverse equilibrium as not being of interest.

We follow both Maskin and Tirole and Prat by focussing on the …rst type of pandering equilibrium. In

our setting, it is convenient to do so by imposing a monotonicity assumption on beliefs that the probability

that the incumbent is congruent, conditional on 1 =  is at least as great as the probability that the

incumbent is congruent, conditional on 1 =  To avoid repeated statement of these quali…cations, we

just refer to any pure-strategy equilibrium that is consistent with the monotonicity assumption on voter

beliefs just as a political equilibrium.

4 The Baseline Case

4.1 Political Equilibrium

In the second period, consonant (dissonant) politicians match the action to the state according to their

preferences i.e. consonant politicians choose 2 = 2 and dissonant politicians choose 2 6= 2 Thus,

both types of politicians have an expected continuation payo¤ from election of ([] +) = (1+) ´

 Moreover, clearly, the voter prefers to re-elect the incumbent if and only if he is consonant. So, in

what follows, we focus on the …rst period, and so we can drop time subscripts without ambiguity.

13 To see this, note that in this equiibrium, pandering is de…ned as choosing  when it is short-run optimal to choose
 Then an argument as in Section 4.1 shows that it is optimal to pander whenever  · (1 + )(1¡ ) But, for this to
be an equilibrium, it must be that Pr( =  j =  ) ¸   Pr( =  j =  ) Now, in this equilibrium, the re-election
probabilities for  types are are  =  + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )  =  + (1 ¡ ) and formulae (5) still hold. Then,
as     Pr( =  j =  ) ¸   Pr( =  j =  ) is veri…ed.

14 In their set-up, where  = 1 with probability 1, it is not robust to the introduction of a small probability that the
incumbent is a "mechanical" type who always matches.
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We will show that there is a unique political equilibrium, which has the following structure. Let the

policy that the voter thinks he observes be denoted ~ First, voters re-elect the incumbent if and only if

e =  Second, both incumbent types follow a cuto¤ rule i.e. a politician of type  =  "panders"

if and only if his payo¤  in period 1 from his short-run optimal action is less than some critical value.

Here, pandering means choosing action  even when the short-run optimal action is 

Assume …rst that   05 so that the voter is an optimist. We consider …rst the consonant type. A

con‡ict between short-run and long-run payo¤s arises when  =  Here, the payo¤s are as follows. If the

incumbent chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of zero, but will be re-elected with probability 1 If he

chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of , but will be re-elected with probability  as the voter mis-reads

 =  as  =  with probability  (Recall that we are assuming that the politician understands that the

voter has con…rmation bias). Finally, the payo¤ to being re-elected is  Then, the consonant incumbent

prefers to pander i.e. take action  =  even when  =  if

 (1 ¡ )
| {z }

¸ |{z}

period 2 gain period 1 loss
(1)

So, the cuto¤ for the consonant type is ̂ =  (1 ¡ )

Now consider the dissonant type. A con‡ict between short-run and long-run payo¤s now arises when

 =  Here, the payo¤s are as follows. If the incumbent chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of zero,

but will be re-elected with probability 1 If he chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of , but will be

re-elected with probability  Finally, his payo¤ to being re-elected is also  So, the model is symmetric,

in the sense that the dissonant type has the same cuto¤ ̂.

The model also has another important symmetry: the equilibrium cuto¤, ̂ is the same for both

incumbent types also if the voter is a pessimist. To see this, note that in this case, if the consonant

incumbent chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of zero, but will be re-elected with probability 1 ¡  as

the voter mis-reads  =  as  =  with probability  If he chooses  he gets a short-run payo¤ of ,

but will be re-elected with probability 0 So, the consonant incumbent again prefers to pander when (1)

holds.

So, for all values of  we can de…ne the probability that either type of incumbent panders as

 =  ( (1 ¡ )) (2)

Note also that by the assumption     is always strictly less than 1.

To complete the description of equilibrium, we need to show that it is ex post rational for the voter

to re-elect the incumbent if and only if he observes ~ =  Recall that Rabin and Schrag (1999) assume

that an agent with con…rmation bias engages in Bayesian updating that would be fully rational given his
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environment if he were not misreading evidence. In this context, this means that the voter is willing to

re-elect the incumbent if and only if e =  whenever the following holds:

Pr( =  j = ) ¸   Pr( =  j =  ) (3)

where  is the actual action of the incumbent, because the voter believes that  = ~. Note that the

probabilities that the consonant and dissonant type choose  =  are

 = + (1 ¡ )  = + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ ) (4)

respectively. So, from Bayes’ rule, we have

Pr( =  j = ) =


 + (1 ¡ )
(5)

Pr( =  j =  ) =
(1 ¡ )

(1 ¡ ) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )

But from (4) and (5), we see that    as long as   1 and so (3) holds. But, by assumption

that     is always strictly less than 1. This establishes that voters will in fact behave as claimed in

equilibrium. We can summarize as follows;

Proposition 1. Whether voters are optimists or pessimists, there is a unique political equilibrium where

both types pander with probability  =  ( (1¡ )). So, pandering  is decreasing in voter con…rmation

bias.

The proof that this equilibrium is unique is in the Appendix.

4.2 Welfare

We now turn to consider the e¤ect of changes in con…rmation bias  on welfare. The de…nition of welfare

is not straightforward in this case; should it be calculated taking into account con…rmation bias or

not?15 Rabin and Schrag(1999) argue that the voter is, by de…nition, unaware of con…rmation bias. This

certainly must be true in the ex post sense; if the voter knows that he has mis-classi…ed the signal, after

the signal is received, an otherwise rational voter would correct the mis-classi…cation. However, the voter

may or may not be aware, before getting the signal  that he will mis-classify it with probability  If

he is not aware of this possibility, we call the voter naive. However, the voter is aware ex ante that he

will mis-classify the signal, we call the voter sophisticated16 . In that case, the welfare calculation should

allow for the consequences of politician selection based on noisy signals.

15 See Bernheim and Rangel(2007) for a more general discussion of welfare evaluations when agents have behavioral biases.
16 This terminology is based on O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999)’s study of the decision-makers with time-inconsistent

preferences.
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We begin with the naive case. Here, it is easily calculated that the naive voter expects a payo¤

 = (+ ) + (1 ¡ )( + ( + (1 ¡ ))) (6)

where

 =  + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ ) (7)

is the unconditional probability that incumbent is re-elected if he does not pander, and  =  is the

probability that the incumbent is consonant, conditional on him not pandering and being re-elected.

This is explained as follows. With probability  the incumbent panders, and thus generates expected

payo¤  for the voter in the …rst period, as he takes the right action for the voter only if the state is

 Following this, he is re-elected with probability 1, and then in the second period, will generate a payo¤

of 1 for the voter only if he is consonant Note that both of these are calculated ignoring con…rmation

bias, as the voter is naive.

With probability 1 ¡  the incumbent takes the short-run optimal action. In what follows, for

brevity, we refer to choice of the short-run action as matching, because the action is matched to the

state17 . Clearly, matching only generates a payo¤ of 1 for the voter if the incumbent is consonant, and

so the expected payo¤ to the voter from matching is just equal to the probability that the incumbent is

consonant. In the …rst period, this is just  Following this, the incumbent is re-elected with probability

. If he is re-elected, he retains o¢ce, and, ignoring his own con…rmation bias, the voter calculates that

the incumbent is consonant with probability  via application of Bayes’ rule. If he is not re-elected, a

challenger sets policy in the second period, generating payo¤ 

Combining (6), (7), and , after some re-arrangement, we get:

 = (1 + ) + (¡ ) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(2 ¡ 1) (8)

This makes clear that following an increase in pandering,  there is welfare loss through decreased

selection of consonant incumbents via the election (the term (1¡)(2¡1)) but a change in …rst-period

conduct of the incumbent, which Besley (2006) calls the discipline e¤ect of the election. This discipline

e¤ect on welfare is positive and only if pandering is better than short-run optimization i.e.   

Now consider the e¤ect of an increase in con…rmation bias  on (8) This works through  so we have;




= ¡




(̂) = (̂) £

8
<

:

((1 ¡ )(2¡ 1)
| {z }

- (¡ ))
| {z }

selection gain (+) discipline loss (?)
(9)

That is, increased con…rmation bias reduces pandering, and this always increases the quality of selection

17 Of course, in the case of a dissonant incumbent, the matching is the reverse to that valued by the voter.
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of politicians, as the dissonant incumbent is more likely to be …red. The e¤ect on discipline is ambiguous;

if    increased con…rmation bias can actually improve discipline. In fact, it is clear from (9) that


 ¸ 0 when

 ¸ ̂ ´
(¡ )

(1 ¡ )(2¡ 1)

We can summarize:

Proposition 2. Assume only incumbent actions are observable before the election. Then, an increase

in con…rmation bias  always makes the naive voter weakly better o¤ if  ¸ ̂ and worse o¤ otherwise.

In particular, if pandering worsens discipline, i.e.  ·  an increase in con…rmation bias  always makes

the voter strictly better o¤.

Now consider the case where the voter is sophisticated. If the incumbent panders, welfare is as before.

Note that when   05 there is a probability  that  =  is misread as  =  and the incumbent is

…red; however, the replacement will have the same expected quality and thus generate the same second-

period payo¤ of  for the voter as retaining the incumbent. So, welfare conditional on pandering is still

+ 

If the incumbent matches, welfare is

 =

(
 + [++

 + (1 ¡ +)]   05

 + [¡ + (1 ¡ ¡)]   05
(10)

Here,

+ =  + (1 ¡ ) ¡ = (1 ¡ )

are the probabilities of retaining the incumbent, taking into account positive or negative con…rmation bias.

With positive con…rmation bias, the voter rationally anticipates that with probability  the incumbent

will be retained even if the "true" signal is  =  Hence, conditional on retention, by Bayes’ rule, the

probability that the incumbent is consonant is

+
 =

(+ (1 ¡ ))

+

With negative con…rmation bias, if the incumbent is retained, he has surely chosen  =  and so 

replaces +
 Using these facts, it is easily checked that both formulae in (10) reduce to

 =  + [ + (1 ¡ )( ¡ )] (11)

So, then overall welfare is

 = (+ ) + (1 ¡ ) = (1 + ) + (¡ ) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(2¡ 1)(1 ¡ ) (12)
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Di¤erentiating (12), and recalling that  depends on  via (2), we see that




= (̂) [((1 ¡ )(2¡ 1) ¡ (¡ )] ¡ (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(2¡ 1) (13)

Comparing (13) to (9), we see that there is a new third term (1¡)(1¡)(2¡1) which measures

the e¢ciency loss due to less "accurate" selection of the consonant type via the election, due to the errors

induced by con…rmation bias. So, con…rmation bias is less likely to be welfare-improving if the welfare

calculation is sophisticated. Nevertheless, it can still be positive, for example if   ̂ and the density

(̂) is large enough.

5 Extensions

5.1 Observable Payo¤s

The assumption that the voter only observes actions before voting is a strong one; it may be appropriate

for choice of e.g. an infrastructure project, but not for policies that directly impact voters, such as

changes in tax rates. Now assume that instead, the voter observes the payo¤  2 f0,1g from the policy

choice before the election, as in Besley (2006). Initially, we assume that the action cannot be observed.

First, we need to specify con…rmation bias in this case. We conjecture that  = 1 (resp. 0) is a signal

that the incumbent is consonant; we will verify this in equilibrium. So, it is natural to de…ne positive

con…rmation bias in this case as a mis-classi…cation of  = 0 as  = 1 with probability  and negative

con…rmation bias as a mis-classi…cation of  = 1 as  = 0 with probability  Let this noisy observation

of  be denoted e

In this case, the equilibrium has an entirely di¤erent structure. In fact, we can show:

Proposition 3. Assume that the voter only observes ~ Then,whether voters are optimists or pessimists,

there is a unique political equilibrium where the consonant type matches i.e. chooses  =   = ,

and the dissonant type imitates him with probability  =  ( (1 ¡ )). So, imitation  is decreasing in

voter con…rmation bias.

In this case, the consonant incumbent generates welfare 1 +  for the voter, because he chooses

optimally in both periods, and the dissonant one generates a payo¤ of 1 if he pools and is re-elected, and

zero otherwise. But, in the second case, he is replaced by the challenger, who generates  So, overall,

welfare is

 = (1 + ) + (1 ¡ )( + (1 ¡ )) (14)

It is clear from (14) that welfare is increasing in the pooling probability  so now increased con…rmation

bias  is unambiguously bad for welfare.
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5.2 Observable Actions and Payo¤s

Proposition 3 raises the question of whether the baseline results for the Maskin-Tirole version of the

model are very special, or whether they are robust to some observability of payo¤s. To investigate this,

we assume that the voter always observes the action, as in the baseline case, but that with probability

 he also observes the payo¤ as well. Maskin and Tirole (2004) call this the case with feedback18 .

When both action and payo¤ are observed, the voter has a two-dimensional signal (~ ~) of incumbent

type, where the mapping from ( ) to (~ ~) is already speci…ed i.e. an optimistic voter mis-classi…es

 =  or  = 0 as  =  or  = 1 respectively with probability  and similarly a pessimistic incumbent

mis-classi…es  =  or  = 1 as  =  or  = 0 respectively with probability 

We can then show;

Proposition 4. For 0 ·  · 05 there is a unique political equilibrium with the following structure.

First, if ~ is not observed, the voter re-elects the incumbent when if e =  and if ~ is observed, if

e = 1 Second, the dissonant type panders with probability  =  ( (1 ¡ )), and the consonant type

panders with probability  =  ( (1 ¡ 2)(1 ¡ )). So, pandering by either type is decreasing in voter

con…rmation bias.

This demonstrates that Proposition 1 is not just a knife-edge result. Moreover, for  close to 0, welfare

can be increasing in  con…rmation bias. To see this, we can compute welfare directly as in Section 4.2,

and then calculate the derivative analogous to (13). The details are more complex and are reported in the

Appendix. To do this, we consider only the case of the naive voter, and also assume that  is uniform.

As a result of a uniform  ,  is linear in  so voter welfare is higher with con…rmation bias than

without if and only if   0 The key parameters that we vary are  the probability of observing

the payo¤, and  the degree of initial bias in favour of  =  Other parameters are …xed as explained

in the Appendix. The Figure below shows the area (colored in blue/dark grey) in the space ( ) 2

(05 01] £ [0 05] where 
 is positive.

Figure 1

18 Canes-Wrone et al (2001) in their study of pandering, also consider this case.
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 = 06  = 075  = 09

We can see that as expected, conditional on  
 is more likely to be positive when  is small.

Also, conditional on  
 is more likely to be positive when  is small. This is because when   

the discipline loss due to con…rmation bias actually becomes negative. Finally, as is clear from Figure 1,


 is more likely to be positive when  is large. When    it is clear that 

 can be positive even

when  is a long way from zero.

5.3 Other Extensions

As long as the assumption that only actions are observable is retained, the baseline results of Section 4

are generalizable in several directions. Here, we just summarize further results retaining this assumption;

detailed proofs are available on request.

5.3.1 In…nitely Lived Voters

So far, we have assumed two periods. As pointed out by Besley (2006), this has the very arti…cial feature

that if the challenger is elected, he will also be a lame duck in period 2. We can relax this assumption

by supposing that the voter is in…nitely lived, but the politicians are term-limited. For tractability, we

restrict attention to a two-term limit.

Because of the two-term limit, the incumbent faces the same decision problem as in the two-period

case. But now, for a pandering equilibrium to exist the voter must be willing to retain a "lame duck"

for a second term if his choice of  in his …rst term of o¢ce is , rather than replace him with a new

incumbent who will pander in the …rst period. It is intuitive that this requires  ¸  So, subject to this

parameter restriction, Proposition 1 continues to hold. This of course, means that pandering involves

a loss of discipline. In turn, this implies that con…rmation bias will always increase welfare, a stronger

result than in our model.
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5.3.2 Multiple Elections and the Dynamics of Bias

So far, we have assumed that the voter starts with a bias already in place. This is a restrictive assumption.

It is worth asking how bias evolves over time as the voter updates beliefs. To do this, we can assume an

additional period 0 to the baseline model so there are now periods  = 0 1 2 with elections at the end of

both period 0 and period 1. Moreover, assume that the voter is initially neutral - that is, his initial prior

about the quality of the incumbent is  = 05 Then, at the …rst election, the voter has no con…rmation

bias. However, if he re-elects the incumbent, this will create con…rmation bias   0 because the posterior

belief of the voter after the …rst election is now greater than 0.5, and so he is now an optimist.

It is then possible to show that there is a unique equilibrium in cuto¤s, ̂0 ̂0 ̂1 where as before,

both types of incumbent pander at  = 1 i¤ 1 · ̂1 =  (1 ¡ ) and types  pander at  = 0 if

0 · ̂0 0 · ̂0 The formulae for ̂0 ̂0 are more complex. The corresponding pandering

probabilities are 0 =  (̂0) 0 =  (̂0) 1 =  (̂1) Moreover, cuto¤s ̂0 ̂0 ̂1 depend

on  and so do the probabilities, so we write 0() 0() 1() Then, we can show that if  is not

too close to 1, then with con…rmation bias , 0()  0(0)  1(0)  1()  0 for  =  That

is, pandering is higher in the …rst period, and lower in the second, than without con…rmation bias, for

both types.

The intuition for lower pandering in the second period has already been discussed. The intuition for

higher pandering in the …rst period is simple. First, the higher  the less likely is the incumbent to lose

the second election. So, the higher  the higher the continuation value of o¢ce if the incumbent wins

the …rst election, and this in turn increases the incentives for pandering in the …rst election. Note now,

however, that the incentive to pander is higher for the consonant type.

6 Politician Con…rmation Bias

As discussed in the introduction, an equally plausible hypothesis is where politicians su¤er from con-

…rmation bias concerning their information about the state of the world. Because beliefs about the

state of the world are optimistic by assumption i.e.   05, incumbent con…rmation bias can be mod-

elled as follows. As in Rabin and Schrag (1999) and Canes-Wrone et. al. (2001), we now assume the

incumbent receives an informative but not perfect signal of the state of the world  2 fg with

Pr( =  j =  ) =   2 ( 1) The signal cannot be perfect as it is implausible that an agent who

directly observes the state would ignore the evidence, even with con…rmation bias. Also, it must be suf-

…ciently informative that it outweighs the initial bias in favor of state  i.e.   ; if not, the politician

will ignore the signal and always choose  an uninteresting case. Con…rmation bias occurs when the

incumbent misreads  =  as  =  with probability 1    0.

It matters crucially for the political equilibrium whether politicians are sophisticated or naive in the
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sense that they are aware of their own con…rmation bias or not. By "aware", we mean that the politician

knows that in the future he will misinterpret  =  as  = ; obviously, he cannot be aware ex post of

a misinterpretation, for then, by de…nition, he would no longer su¤er from con…rmation bias.

As argued by Rabin and Schrag (1999) sophistication is highly implausible as an assumption about

the behavior of the agent with con…rmation bias, so, in what follows, we assume that politicians are naive

in the above sense. However, it may be that voters are aware of politician con…rmation bias. So, when

calculating both voter behavior and voter welfare, we will allow voters to be naive or sophisticated in the

sense that they either do not or do understand that politicians may be biased.

We can then show:

Proposition 5. Whether voters are naive or sophisticated, there is a unique political equilibrium where

both politician types pander i.e. always choose 1 =  with the same probability  =  (( +)) and

so con…rmation bias has no e¤ect on pandering.

The intuition is the following. First, it can be shown that whether voters are naive or sophisticated,

they will behave in the same way in equilibrium i.e. vote for the incumbent if and only if he chooses

action  So, the level of pandering is determined entirely by the politician’s continuation value from

o¢ce. As the politician is naive, he ignores any mistakes he will make due to con…rmation bias, although

he knows his signal is imperfect, and so his perceived continuation payo¤ in the second period, (excluding

ego-rent ) from o¢ce is una¤ected by  and is just the accuracy of the signal, .

So, in contrast to the case where voters su¤er from con…rmation bias, we see that when politicians

su¤er from con…rmation bias, there is no e¤ect on pandering. Note that this conclusion depends crucially

on the assumption that the politician is naive. If the politician was aware of his bias ex ante, his

continuation payo¤ from o¢ce would instead be  ¡ ( ¡ ) +  which is decreasing in  and so the

probability of pandering would be increasing in 

What about voter welfare? If voters are naive, they believe that a good (resp. bad) incumbent, when

not pandering, will deliver a payo¤ of  (resp. 1¡). Also, the probability of pandering is independent of

 So, it is obvious that from the perspective of the naive voter, con…rmation bias does not a¤ect welfare.

What about the sophisticated voter? Here, to avoid unnecessary complexity, we assume that the

signal is very accurate i.e.  ' 1 Then, it is possible to show that here are two possibly con‡icting e¤ects

on voter welfare. This can be seen by writing voter welfare as approximately

 =  + ( + (1 ¡ )(1 + ))( ) + (1 ¡ )() (15)

A derivation of (15) is in the Appendix. Here,

( ) =  (1 ¡ (1 ¡ )) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ ) (16)
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is the expected payo¤ to the sophisticated voter if the incumbent behaves in a short-run optimal way, as

in the second period. This is explained by the fact that that -type and -type both mis-classify state

 as  with probability (1 ¡ ) and that the mis-classi…cation is bad (good) for the voter when the

incumbent is a -type (-type). Mis-classi…cation can be good for the voter because then the ¡type

mis-classi…es state  as  and chooses action  thus actually matching the action to the state. Also,

() ´ (( ) ¡ ( )) is the second-period expected gain to retaining the incumbent, time the

probability he is retained.

We call the e¤ect of  on  via  the mis-classi…cation e¤ect. Clearly, from (16), ( ) is increasing

(decreasing) in  when  is less than (greater than) 0.5. Intuitively, when  is small, the incumbent is

likely to be bad, so the mis-classi…cation will on average be bene…cial for the voter. On the other hand,

it can be shown that  is unambiguously decreasing in ; call this the retention e¤ect19 . Intuitively, the

retention e¤ect is negative because  acts like noise, making the choice of  =  in the …rst period a less

accurate signal of incumbent quality.

It is clear from the above discussion that if  ¸ 05 then voter welfare is decreasing in  because

both mis-classi…cation and retention e¤ects work in the same direction But, if   05 and  is not too

large, then it is possible for the mis-classi…cation e¤ect to dominate the retention e¤ect, and for voter

welfare to be increasing in  This is shown in Figure 2 below. The the dotted line shows welfare when

 = 01and the solid line when  = 05

Figure 2

Note: other parameters are  = 075  = 05  = 05

19 See the proof of Proposition 6 below.
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So, we can summarize the welfare results of this section as follows:

Proposition 6. An increase in politician con…rmation bias  has no e¤ect on naive voter welfare. If

voters are sophisticated, an increase in  decreases voter welfare if  ¸ 05 but increases voter welfare if

  05 and  is small enough.

7 The Politician and the Judge Revisited

Here, we address the issue of how both voter and politician con…rmation bias a¤ects the trade-o¤ between

elected and appointed o¢cials. This choice has been addressed in Maskin and Tirole (2004), as well as

in several subsequent papers (e.g. Iaryczower et. al. (2013), Lim (2013)). However, to our knowledge,

there is no existing study of how behavioral biases a¤ect this trade-o¤.

We begin with the case of voter bias. The voter payo¤ from an elected o¢cial has already been

calculated in (8). The voter welfare from an appointed o¢cial is simply +  as the o¢cial will match

the action to the state in both periods if and only if he is consonant. So, the welfare gain to an elected

o¢cial is easily computed to be

¢ = (¡ ) + (1 ¡ )(2¡ 1)(1 ¡ ) (17)

We can see that this gain depends on the probability of pandering by the elected o¢cial i.e. the higher 

the higher is the discipline e¤ect of election, ¡, and the lower is the selection e¤ect, (2¡1)(1¡)

From (17), the e¤ect of a change in con…rmation bias on the relative advantage of an elected o¢cial

is thus
¢


= ¡()

¢


= ()[(2¡ 1)(1 ¡ ) ¡ (¡ )] (18)

So, everything turns on the sign of  ¡  On issues where voters have a strong prior about what is

the "right" policy (  ) from (17), a politician always dominates a judge, and but this advantage may

increase or decrease with con…rmation bias. If    it is ambiguous whether a politician dominates

a judge, but the relative advantage of the politician is strictly increasing with con…rmation bias. So,

when the choice between an elected and appointed o¢cial is not trivial, con…rmation bias always works

in favour of choosing the elected o¢cial. This is because bias reduces pandering.

Now consider the case of politician con…rmation bias. Here, to compare like with like, we obviously

have to assume that the appointed o¢cial also su¤ers from the same degree of con…rmation bias as the

elected one. In this case, from (16), voter welfare from the appointed o¢cial is simply ( )+ ( )

and so, from (15), the welfare gain from an elected o¢cial is:

¢ = (¡( )) + (1 ¡ )()
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We know that  is decreasing in  - the retention e¤ect - and also if  · 05 we know that the

mis-classi…cation e¤ect is positive i.e.  ¸ 0 So, in this case, the advantage of an elected o¢cial is

decreasing in  Otherwise, the e¤ect is ambiguous, although clearly, if   05 then for small enough ,

the advantage of an elected o¢cial is increasing in  So, we can summarize:

Proposition 7. The higher is voter con…rmation bias, the more likely it is that an elected o¢cial is

preferred to an appointed one. The higher is politician con…rmation bias, then if  · 05 the less likely

it is that an elected o¢cial is preferred to an appointed one, although the reverse can be true if   05.

8 Conclusions

This paper considers the implications of voter and politician con…rmation bias in a political economy

setting. In the baseline case, we show that voter con…rmation bias reduces pandering, as it lowers the

electoral "reward" for this behavior by reducing the increase in the probability of being elected from

pandering. As pandering generally has an ambiguous e¤ect on voter welfare, it is possible that an

increase in con…rmation bias increases voter welfare. This baseline result on pandering is robust to a

number of extensions of the model, notably when the voter observes his payo¤ from the election with

some probability.

When politicians su¤er from con…rmation bias, pandering is no longer a¤ected, but there are two

e¤ects on voter welfare, the mis-classi…cation e¤ect and the retention e¤ect, which may go in opposite

directions. Voter welfare can be higher when the pool of politicians is su¢ciently low-quality. Finally,

we show that voter con…rmation bias always strengthens the case for the case for decision-making by

an elected rather than an appointed o¢cial, but the reverse can be the case when the decision-maker

(politician or judge) has con…rmation bias.
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A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) Assume that voters only re-elect if they observe ~ =  Then, the only

other possible equilibrium is where one (or both) types does not follow a cuto¤ rule. But then (say)

the ¡type will pander when  = 0 but not when  = 00 for some 0  00 But then the gain to

to pandering when  = 00 is  (1 ¡ ) ¡ 00 which is greater than  (1 ¡ ) ¡ 0 which is the gain to

pandering when  = 0 a contradiction.

(ii) The second possibility is that voters re-elect i¤ they observe ~ =  But this is ruled out by the

monotonicity assumption.

(iii) The third and fourth possibilities are that voters always or never re-elect the incumbent, whatever

~ But in this case, both types will choose their short-run optimal actions, whatever  so that Pr( =

 j =  )    Pr( =  j =  ) So, neither voting strategy can be sequentially rational. ¤

Proof of Proposition 3. Assume …rst that the voter is an optimist. Then, the payo¤s to imitation

and short-run optimal actions in either state are    +  respectively. So, the dissonant incumbent

will imitate the consonant one i¤  ·  (1 ¡ ) so the probability of imitation is  =  ( (1 ¡ )) as

required. The same argument applies if the voter is a pessimist. To show uniqueness, we can apply the

same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1. ¤

Proof of Proposition 4. (i) Assume that consonant and dissonant incumbents pander - i.e. always

choose  - with probabilities    2 [0 1] respectively First, recall that the consonant incumbent

will produce payo¤  = 1 with probability 1 if he matches, and probability  if he panders, whereas the

dissonant incumbent will produce payo¤  = 1 with probability 0 if he matches, and probability  if he

panders. So, by straightforward application of Bayes’ rule;

Pr ( j 1) = 1 (19)

Pr ( j 1) =
(+ 1 ¡ )

(+ 1 ¡ ) + (1 ¡ )

Pr ( j 0) =
(1 ¡ )

(1 ¡ ) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )

Pr ( j 0) = 0

Now, note that + 1 ¡  ¸ maxf g ¸  so Pr ( j 1) ¸ 

(ii) Assume that   1 so that Pr ( j 0)   implying that by sequential rationality, the voter

will re-elect the incumbent i¤ he observes e = 1  Now consider the incentives for pandering for the

consonant and dissonant type respectively. Assume w.l.o.g. that the voter has positive con…rmation bias.

If  =  the best choice for the consonant incumbent is unambiguously  =  If  =  the consonant

type gets

[1 ¡  + ] + [(1 ¡ ) +  ] (20)
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from pandering ( = ) and matching ( = ) respectively. The …rst payo¤ is calculated as follows.

With probability 1 ¡  the voter observes only  =  and will re-elect the incumbent. With probability

1 ¡  the voter will observe  = 0 but will mis-classify it as  = 1 with probability  Similarly, the

second payo¤ is calculated as follows. With probability 1 ¡  the voter observes  but mis-classi…es it

as  and re-elects the incumbent. With probability  the incumbent produces  = 1 for the incumbent,

and is re-elected.

So, from (20), the consonant type will pander if

 · ̂ ´  (1 ¡ 2)(1 ¡ )

Now consider the dissonant type. If  =  the payo¤s from choosing  =  are respectively

 +  (21)

The explanation is as follows. With probability 1¡  the voter observes only  =  and will re-elect the

incumbent. With probability 1 ¡  the voter will observe  = 1 and will also re-elect him. The second

payo¤ is calculated as follows. With probability 1 ¡  the voter observes  but mis-classi…es it as 

with probability  and re-elects the incumbent. With probability  the incumbent produces  = 0 but

this will be mis-classi…ed as  = 1 with probability  In either case, the incumbent is re-elected with

probability .

If  =  then the the choices from  =  respectively are;

+ (1 ¡  + ) ((1 ¡ ) + ) (22)

The explanation is as follows. With probability 1 ¡  the voter observes only  =  and will re-elect

the incumbent. With probability  the voter will observe  = 0 and will re-elect him with probability .

The second payo¤ is calculated as follows. With probability 1¡ the voter observes  but mis-classi…es

it as  with probability  and re-elects the incumbent. With probability  the incumbent produces

 = 1 and the incumbent re-elects him. So, the dissonant type will pander i.e. always choose  = , if

 ·  (1 ¡ ) + (1 ¡  + ) ¸ ((1 ¡ ) + ) (23)

A su¢cient condition for the second inequality in (23) to hold is  · 05 Then, both (21),(22) require

simply  ·  (1 ¡ ) and so the dissonant type will pander if  ·  (1 ¡ ) ´ ̂ So,  =  (̂)

if   05 and  =  (̂) as required. Finally, note that    in equilibrium, con…rming the

assumption that Pr ( j 0)   and thus con…rming the voter re-election rule.
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Proof of Proposition 5. (a) First, we show that the voter continues to wish to re-elect a good

politician and not re-elect a bad one. If voters are naive, i.e. ignore con…rmation bias, they think that a

good politician will generate a second-period payo¤ for them of , and a bad one, 1 ¡ . As   05 they

only want to elect a good incumbent.

If they are sophisticated i.e. understand that politicians are have con…rmation bias, they calculate

that a good politician will e¤ectively observe a signal in the second period of:

~ =

(
 if  =  or with probability 1 ¡  if  = 

 otherwise
(24)

where here and in the rest of the proof, we drop time subscripts. Then, the second-period voter payo¤s

from a good and bad politician are, respectively;

 = Pr(~ =  j =  )+ Pr(~ =  j =  )(1 ¡ ) (25)

 = Pr(~ =  j =  )+ Pr(~ =  j =  )(1 ¡ )

as the former will match the e¤ective signal ~ to the state, and the latter will do the opposite. Moreover,

using (24), we can calculate:

Pr(~ =  j = ) =  + (1 ¡ ) (26)

Pr(~ =  j =  ) = (1 ¡ )

But then, combining (25), (26), we get the expected second-period payo¤s from a good and bad incumbent

as:

 =  ¡ ( ¡ )  = 1 ¡  + ( ¡ ) (27)

Therefore, the gain to a good incumbent in the second period is

 ¡ = 2 ¡ 1 ¡ 2( ¡ ) (28)

But this is decreasing in  and at  = 1 is 2 ¡ 1  0 so    as required

(b) Next, we show that, assuming that both incumbent types pander with the same probability

 voters prefer to re-elect the incumbent i¤  =  is observed. This requires (3) above to hold. It is

clear from (5) that this requires    If voters are naive, they believe that    are given by (4)

and so    as required. If voters are sophisticated, it is clear that they perceive that    as

long as the probability of  being chosen by a ¡type when he is not pandering i.e.

0
 = Pr(~ =  j = )+ Pr(~ =  j =  )(1 ¡ )
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is greater than the probability of  being chosen by a ¡type when he is not pandering i.e.

0
 = Pr(~ =  j = ) + Pr(~ =  j =  )(1 ¡ )

Because   1 ¡  it is clear that 0
  0

 as long as

Pr(~ =  j = ) + Pr(~ =  j =  ) ¸ 1

But, using (26), this last inequality reduces to  + (1 ¡ ) + (1 ¡ ) ¸ 1 which always holds as  · 1

(c) Now, consider the choice of whether to pander or not for the incumbent; the critical choice is when

the politician thinks the state is  Then, he compares  to (̂ +) where ̂ is the continuation payo¤

excluding ego-rent, so the pandering probability is  ((̂ + )) But now, following the discussion in

the text, ̂ =  if the politician is naive. If the politician is sophisticated, his continuation payo¤ must

be equal to  as this is simply the unconditional probability of not making a mistake in observing the

state, and thus generating a payo¤ of 1. So, ̂ =  ¡ ( ¡ ) ¤

Proof of Proposition 6. (i) Derivation of (15), (16). Note that for  ' 1 and using (27),(28), we can

write per period expected sophisticated voter welfare, assuming no pandering, from ¡type, a ¡type

 = 1 ¡ (1 ¡ )  = (1 ¡ )

Thus, the unconditional voter payo¤ from an incumbent who is congruent with probability  and who

does not pander is

( ) =  (1 ¡ (1 ¡ )) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )

which gives (16). Then, it is easily calculated that the voter expects a payo¤

 = (+ ( )) + (1 ¡ )(( ) + (( ) + (1 ¡ )( )) (29)

where

 = (+ (1 ¡ )) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )

as before, is the unconditional probability that incumbent is re-elected if he does not pander, and

 =
(+ (1 ¡ ))



is the probability that the incumbent is consonant, conditional on him not pandering and being re-elected.

So, we can write (29) as

 =  + ( + (1 ¡ )(1 + ))( ) + (1 ¡ )() (30)
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where

() ´ (( ) ¡( )) = ¡2(1 ¡ )( ¡ )

= 2(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 2 ¡ 2(1 ¡ ))

(ii) E¤ects of a Change in  Now from (30), we get:




= ( + (1 ¡ )(1 + ))




+ (1 ¡ )0() (31)

where




= (1 ¡ 2)(1 ¡ )

0() = 2(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 2¡ 2(1 ¡ )) ¡ 4(1 ¡ )2(1 ¡ )

= 2(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )(1 ¡ 2¡ 4(1 ¡ ))  0

where the last line follows because 1    05 by assumption. So, from (31) , if  ¸ 05 both


  

0()  0 and so 
  0 On the other hand, if   05 

  0 and also if  is small enough, the

…rst term in 
 dominates in (31), proving the result. ¤

Simulations for the Welfare E¤ect of Con…rmation Bias with Observable Payo¤s. We compute

this for the case of the naive voter. De…ne the re-election probabilities for the two types, depending on

whether they pander "P", or do not pander, "N", as

 =  + (1 ¡ )  =  + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ ) (32)

 = + 1 ¡   = (1 ¡ )

Then, voter welfare is

 = (+ ( + (1 ¡  ))) + (1 ¡ )( + (1 ¡  )) (33)

+(1 ¡ )(1 + ( + (1 ¡ ))) + (1 ¡ )(1 ¡ )((1 ¡ ))

For the simulations, we assume  = 1  = 1  ¸ 2 Moreover, we assume that  is uniformly distributed

on [0 ]  ¸ 2 so from Proposition , the pandering probabilities are  = 075

 =
2(1 ¡ )


  =

2(1 ¡ 2)(1 ¡ )


(34)

Clearly, from (32)-(34), with  uniform,  is linear in  so  ()   (0)   0 if and only if  
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0 From (33),(34), we have;




= 




(+  + (1 ¡  ) ¡ 1 ¡  ¡ (1 ¡ ))) (35)

+(1 ¡ )



(+  + (1 ¡  ) ¡ (1 ¡ )))

We then compute 
 from (35) for the values  2 [0 05]  2 (05 1], holding other values …xed as

speci…ed above. ¤
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